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At Brown & Brown of PA, we understand that time is one
of today’s most valuable assets. Our comprehensive suite
of services takes on the work you put into administering
your insurance coverages and gives you more time to
focus on what matters most—managing your practice.
Whether it’s Health Insurance, Lawyers Professional
Liability, HR Consulting, Compliance, etc., no one does
more for their clients than Brown & Brown. Our Exclusive
and Proprietary programs and services include; Lawyers
Protection Program® - Brown & Brown’s own Professional Liability program which gives
attorneys a high-performing policy at very competitive rates due to the buying power of
the purchasing group, cyber Protector Plan™ - The Cyber Protector Plan offers innovative
coverage and risk management with an A.M. Best “A” rated carrier, HR and Compliance
– With Brown & Brown of PA, you get access to services that include SPD and Wrap
Document creation, handbook review, HR consultation, webinars, on-site training, etc.,
Contact us today to see how can provide you with more competitive premiums and a
superior experience.
▶ Sean Ireland | sireland@bbofpa.com | 717.766.3711 x132 | www.bbofpa.com
As if being a zealous advocate were not already a heavy load,
your clients want you to carry them financially, too. While
your profession bars you from doing so, all is not lost for the
client in need. At Covered Bridge Capital, we provide your
clients with the financial assistance they need to get on with
living and, in turn, provide you with the freedom you need
to get on with lawyering. We relate to your clients with the
same level of courtesy and professionalism you demand
from your own practice. We understand that having a positive influence on their overall
experience with you, your firm and the legal process is essential to our success. Covered
Bridge Capital is a Pennsylvania company committed to helping Pennsylvania’s attorneys
and their clients since 2004.
▶ Dean Lipson | dean@cbcap.net | 215.646.9700 | www.covbridgecap.com

Over fifteen years ago, LawCash pioneered the field of presettlement funding. Through our tireless efforts to provide
you and your clients with the best possible service and
ethical business practices, we have stood alone atop the
industry from the beginning and remain there today. Always
a level above, we are prepared to do whatever’s necessary
to create a situation that is both comfortable and beneficial for your firm.
Please contact your personal representative regarding our INSTANT APPROVAL PROGRAM
or for assistance with any of your funding requests.
▶ Todd Grama | tgrama@lawcash.com | 1.800.529.2274
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NDC Advisors offers full service trust solutions customized for
the specific needs of your client. With an in house team made
up of attorneys, nurses, social workers and trust administration
professionals NDC is able to service any client regardless of
location or complexity.
Over the last 10 years the team at NDC has worked with over
2,500 clients in all 50 states. Over this time, we have learned
that the traditional offering of trust products and service is
simply not sufficient to service the unique and varied needs of plaintiffs.
In order to better serve the needs of our clients we have developed multiple products that
can each be customized with a la carte service offerings to create the exact solution your
client needs. If a client requires a full service Special Needs Trust to preserve access to public
benefits, our professionals are prepared to manage every aspect of our clients financial life to
maximize the positive effects of their recovery. However, many clients that are not on public
benefits desire assistance with large purchases, bill payment, investment management or
budgeting, yet do not want to give up the sense of control that many trusts require. We have
developed products that allow the client to choose only the specific services they need.
▶ www.ndcadvisors.com | 888.676.2055
NextLevel works with law firms to help them achieve their
goals by taking over management of their digital marketing
campaigns. We significantly improve performance over time
with Adaptive Website Design, Search Engine Optimization,
Video Marketing, Social Media Promotion, PPC campaigns
and much more. We help generate more leads, better quality
cases and enhance your online brand for all your referred
clients. We have a verifiable track record of success with
an extensive list of clients who will testify to the quality of our work. It is not always about
spending more money, sometimes it is about investing your marketing dollars more wisely. If
you are interested in improving your firm’s digital marketing campaign, let’s start with a brief
conversation about your firm’s business goals. Please view some of our portfolio and client
testimonials.
▶ Matthew Hughes | hughes@nextlevel.com | 609.949.4111 | www.nextlevel.com
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NFP Structured Settlements promises injured parties and their
families the most comprehensive approach possible to lasting
financial security from their settlements. We pride ourselves
on our high degree of personal attention and, often, valueadded services beyond the norm. Our compassionate legal and
settlement experts work to fully understand the unique needs
of every individual client and provide services such as analyzing
life care plans; attending mediations; preparing settlement
agreements; case management before and after resolution to navigate Medicare issues and
Medicare Set-Aside analysis and implementation. We pursue the most competitive annuity
pricing to fund a secure, tax-free stream of payments customized to best meet client needs
while protecting any and all government and insurance benefits. In addition, by structuring
your attorney fee, NFPSS can provide you with the same lasting security and outstanding
service we offer your clients.
▶ William S. Goodman | wgoodman@nfp.com | 1.800.229.2228 | www.nfpstructures.com
Physician Life Care Planning is a Nationwide provider of
Damages Valuation products and services, specializing in
Physician Authored Life Care Plans. Their Physician Life
Care Planners are all Board Certified Physical Medicine
& Rehabilitation Specialists with the requisite capacity to
Independently formulate and defend recommendations for life
long care. Since 1988, they have produced many thousands
of Life Care Plans for thousands of very satisfied customers all
across the country as well as internationally. Their experts, quality
of work, unique systems, affordability and professionalism will change the way you think about
working with Life Care Planners and other Damages Valuation Experts. Please give Physician
Life Care Planning a call for a Free Case Consultation or if you have any questions.
▶ Joseph J. Gonzales, PhD., Business Development Representative |
josephj@physicianlcp.com | 267.496.1985 | www.physicianlcp.com
Sage Settlement Consulting is the largest plaintiff-oriented
settlement planning firm in the nation, handling more than $2
Billion in structured settlement premium annually. Formerly
The Settlement Alliance & Millennium Settlement Consulting,
Sage offers a broad range of end-to-end settlement planning
services and products, including: Structured Settlement
Annuities, Market-Based Structured Settlements (for attorneys
& claimants), Non-Qualified Structured Settlements (for nonphysical injury cases), Attorney Fee Deferral Strategies, Trust Services, Qualified Settlement
Funds, Government Benefit Preservation, Mass Tort Settlement Resolution, Lien Resolution,
Medicare Set-Asides, Probate Coordination, Law Firm Financing
Our national network of local experts and strategic partnerships, combined with the largest
back office team in the industry, exceed the level of service plaintiff attorneys and their clients
have come to expect.
▶ George Audi, CFP®, ChSNC™ | gaudi@sagesettlements.com | 610.509.6577 |
www.sagesettlements.com
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For over 38 years Settlement Funding has been a leader in
Structured Settlements and has built a stellar reputation
for providing superior service and maintaining long-lasting
relationships.
What makes us unique is our one-on-one interaction with the
injured party and the ability to understand the needs of each
client. Settlement Funding finds solutions to complex issues
arising from the settlement process and offers 24/7 availability.
Our team is made up of licensed, dedicated and experienced professionals. All administrative
documents are prepared in our Home Office and not outsourced.
Settlement Funding collaborates with wealth management firms, trust companies, professional
administrators and elder law attorneys to streamline the settlement process and deliver a
comprehensive settlement plan to each client.
We can provide the highest level of financial security and competitive rates through our
appointment with the top rated life insurance companies.
Please visit our website for a complete menu of services.
▶ Kim Taylor | Kim.Taylor@SettlementFundingAssociates.com | 201.585.9231 |
www.SettlementFundingAssociates.com
Thomson Reuters is a leading provider of business information services. Our products include
highly specialized information-enabled software and tools for legal, tax, accounting and compliance professionals combined with the world’s most global news service – Reuters. For more
information on Thomson Reuters, visit tr.com and for the latest
world news, reuters.com.
▶ reuters.com

Since 2009, the founders of Thrivest Link have been helping pioneer the non-recourse litigation
advance industry. To this day, Thrivest remains a leading provider offering product lines that
include both plaintiff and attorney funding in addition to surgery and medical financing. Legal
funding solutions include: Pre-settlement Funding, Postsettlement Funding, Surgical Funding, Attorney Funding.
We all know pre-settlement funding can deliver financially
flexibility and in return that peace of mind your client may
be seeking. We all know pre-settlement funding gives you
the ability to litigate cases to their fullest and appropriate
value. What you may not know is Thrivest uses best-in-class
technology and customer service to make the funding process
as fast and efficient as possible. And, a personal in-house representative will be appointed to
your specific law firm. To learn more about Thrivest call, email or visit our website.
▶ Andy Getz | agetz@thrivestlink.com | 215.375.2967| www.thrivestlink.com
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Advanced Depositions is a global court reporting and trial
support company led by industry experts. With more than 50
locations and decades of experience, we provide law firms
with highly skilled, tech-savvy court reporters, videographers
and trial technicians. No matter the size, complexity or
logistics of your case, Advanced Depositions’ team will
handle your depositions, arbitrations, hearings and trials -anywhere.
With 100+ combined years of experience, Advanced
Depositions provides law firms with a seamless integration of services from Discovery
to Verdict. Having been at the forefront of many of the technologies utilized in today’s
litigation, Advanced Depositions is PA’s “go to” court reporting and trial support company
providing cost-effective solutions throughout all phases of your litigation.
▶ Catherine Kane | cathy.kane@advanceddepositions.com |
www.advanceddepositions.com | 215.564.3905
Alex Karras is a catastrophic disability analyst and President/
Owner of Alex Karras Consulting that provide direct
analytical services and well balanced, comprehensive and
credible Life Care Plans to accurately depict an individual’s
lifetime “special damages” that aid attorneys and claims
adjusters in valuing legal matters.
As a Certified Life Care Planner, Mr. Karras performs records
reviews, client interviews, and thorough interviews with
specialists to determine the long-term medical/rehabilitation
needs and associated costs in preparation of Life Care Plans.
With over 30 years’ experience preparing cost projections for insurance companies to
be utilized when setting reserves for claims, Mr. Karras is valued by his clients for the
range and depth of his experience and comprehensive understanding of the needs of the
chronically ill and catastrophically injured.
Mr. Karras is personally involved with every case. He is committed to giving his clients
sound results that withstand the vigor of cross-examination.
▶ Alex Karras | alex@alexkarrasconsulting.com | 215.530.5041 |
www.alexkarrasconsulting.com
Alliance Medical Legal Consulting offers comprehensive
nurse consulting and nurse expert testimony for plaintiff or
defense.
Contact us for assistance with: Nurse life care plans and
medical cost projections for projecting future plan of care,
treatment and costs, Medical record review and summaries,
Medical record review and chronologies, Screening for merit
of nursing and medical deviations from standard of care,
Medicare set-Asides and nurse case management
▶ Varsha Desai | vdesai@alliancemedicallegal.com | 267.644.1000 |
www.alliancemedicallegal.com
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AllianceMeds is a pharmacy dedicated to serving the special
needs of injured workers. Our pharmacy delivers medications
throughout the country with no delivery charges ever. We
understand Pennsylvania’s workers’ compensation laws and
fight to ensure our clients receive the medical treatment they
need. AllianceMeds will assist you in every stage of your
clients’ cases. We also provide reports created specifically
for attorneys, giving you quick access to the medical
documentation you need for litigation and settlement

negotiations.
▶ 866.929.8500 | www.alliancemeds.com

ARCHER

ARCHER is a leading provider of comprehensive settlement
services including Claims Administration, Lien Resolution,
QSF Administration, Medical Record Review, Plaintiff Fact
Sheet Services, Bankruptcy and Probate Coordination, MSP
Compliance, and other settlement services.

▶ Scott DeNardo, Esq. - Senior Vice President | sdenardo@archersystems.com |
1.800.525.4501 | www.archersystems.com
The Bairs Foundation is a 501c3 non-profit organization that
helps keep people out of poverty while they seek justice. Our
Foundation provides low-interest funding to families who
have been affected by a tragedy, are going through a lawsuit
as a result, and are having trouble covering their basic living
expenses during this time. Our non-recourse pre-settlement
advances help plaintiffs make ends meet. Our support also
strengthens the civil justice system and levels the playing
field by enabling individuals to go the distance with their
lawsuit and see it through to its just end.
▶ Rachel Mathews | rachel@bairsfoundation.org | 716.883.1833 |
www.bairsfoundation.org
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Cattie, P.L.L.C. (“Cattie”) is a law firm whose mission is to
extinguish a client’s future medical exposure under the
Medicare Secondary Payer (“MSP”) Act. Cattie accomplishes
this by providing legal advice about Medicare Set-Aside
(“MSA”) requirements and recommends alternative vehicles,
options and approaches to MSAs based on the law itself. In
so doing, Cattie protects a client’s future Medicare benefits
and protects both the client and the lawyer from Medicare
successfully getting an additional dime above and beyond
that amount Cattie recommends in the MSA Legal Opinion.
Cattie also provides Medicare conditional payment services, covering traditional Medicare
Fee-for-Service (Parts A and/or B), Medicare Advantage (Part C) and Medicare Prescription
Drug Plans (Part D). Cattie provides the services above on a case-by-case basis. For those
firms that regularly see these Medicare issues, Cattie offers the Cattie Compliance Program
which offers clients free Medicare conditional payment reimbursement services when they
hire Cattie for an MSA Legal Opinion and agree to hire Cattie for a minimum number of
cases per year.
▶ Mike McCullough | mike@cattielaw.com | 844.546.3500 | www.cattielaw.com
Since 1969 CESI has been providing forensic investigation,
evaluation, analysis, and expert testimony. Our experts have
experience in traditional engineering matters including:
Accident Reconstruction, Biomechanics, Construction
Liability, Failure Analysis, HVAC, Premises Liability, Product
Liability and Roadway Highway, as well as in specialized
areas such as Architecture, Industrial Hygiene, Toxicology,
Firearm & Range Safety, Site Security, and Fire Origin &
Cause.
As you look to control costs, it makes good economic sense to use highly qualified and
experienced experts to assist your clients. The collaboration of our 20 experts benefits you
with cost-effective and in-depth litigation support services.
▶ Amy Tyson | atyson@ces-experts.com | 610.296.2250 | ces-experts.com
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Epiq offers advisory services and legal process outsourcing
to law firms and companies settling mass tort or single event
cases. Our services include:
• Single event and mass tort healthcare lien resolution, now
featuring LienDesk—our online solution that lets firms set up
and manage lien resolution cases in real time
• Mass tort settlement administration, including program
design, claims processing, settlement fund administration,
and payments
• Mass tort case development services, including call center support, medical record
retrieval and review, and plaintiff fact sheet fulfillment
▶ Elizabeth Fleming | Elizabeth.Fleming@epiqglobal.com | 704.559.4300 |
www.epiqglobal.com
Esquire bank a publicly traded company on the NASDAQ
(ESQ) . A bank that was established to service the unique
financial needs of law firms. We understand that someone
needs to stand up for the little guy. someone needs to fight
for justice, and to do so, you need the financial backing to
take on corporate goliaths. At Esquire Bank we understand
that your cases are your assets. Our lending facilities are
directly tied to the value of your case inventory. Your cases

are the collateral for our loans.
▶ Kyall Mai | Kyall.Mai@esqbank.com | 516.535.2002 |
www.esquirebank.com
▶ Jacqueline Bonnet | Jacqueline.Bonnet@esqbank.com

Fleisher Forensics is a full-service boutique liability
expert firm committed to providing a high quality and
comprehensive analysis of litigation and claims matters to
attorneys, insurance companies, municipalities and industry
professionals.
Fleisher Forensics provides independent evaluations and
unbiased opinions in the areas of Construction, Highway,
Premises, Products and Professional Liability.
Our experts include architects, engineers, construction
managers and scientists who are authorities in wide range specializations including
accident reconstruction, construction accidents and claims, walkway surfaces, stormwater
management, geotechnical engineering, failure analysis and testing.
Fleisher Forensics’ strength as a firm lies in our ability to offer our clients an unparalleled
expertise and a proven track record of success. We pride ourselves in providing the highest
quality investigations, reports and testimony rooted in the principles of architecture,
engineering and science.
▶ Kelly Douglass | kdouglass@fleisherforensics.com | 215.641.1114 |
www.fleisherforensics.com
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IME PARTNER, LLC is a team of trained medical professionals
who attend defense medical exams (DMEs) with plaintiffs
and claimants in PA & NJ and prepare detailed reports
arming law firms with excellent cross examination and
rebuttal material. IME PARTNER, LLC is known for being
attorneys’ “Eyes and Ears” in personal injury, medical
malpractice and workers compensation cases.
Our licensed medical professionals meet your clients at
exams, take meticulous notes and provide word for word
reports. IME PARTNER, LLC delivers the same exceptional reporting on Vocational Exams.
Law firms receive their comprehensive reports within 7 business days following the exam.
Make a big impact with your clients and gain your competitive edge.
IME PARTNER, LLC also reviews MEDICAL RECORDS for attorneys. Our medical record
analyst spent 40 years analyzing records in medical malpractice claims; both plaintiff and
defense. She taught medical malpractice courses and lectured at medical and law schools
in the Philadelphia area. She worked for malpractice insurers. Screening, reviews and
evaluations are promptly and efficiently performed. Professional References upon request.
▶ Jason Baffa | imepartner@gmail.com | 610.246.6764 | www.imepartner.com
At IWP, we view prescription medications as more than just
pills in a bottle. As a specialized workers’ compensation
home delivery pharmacy, we’ve made it our mission to
ensure injured workers get the prescription medications they
need to return to work as quickly as possible.
As a vital part of the treatment team, IWP has an interactive
relationship with all parties of the claim. We specialize in
the state-specific nuances and complexities of workers’
compensation claims, helping to remove the administrative
burden for you and your office along the way.
By providing the highest-quality service to your clients with workers’ compensation claims,
IWP allows you to keep your focus where it matters – your practice.
▶ 888.321.7945 | www.IWPharmacy.com
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Kaplan Leaman & Wolfe Court Reporting & Litigation
Support works with law firms, insurance companies and
corporations across the United States to provide court
reporting and turn-key litigation support of the highest
caliber. We listen carefully to our clients and then partner
with them to assess their needs and to assemble customized
solutions.
Our solution begins with the most qualified court reporters
in the business who are meticulously vetted to answer to a
higher standard. They are professional, produce flawless transcripts, meet deadlines and
they have an intricate understanding of the legal system.
From there, we harness the full spectrum of available technology to enhance and
customize each client’s experience. We use our commitment to service, online systems that
integrate directly with your platforms, as well as competitive, transparent pricing so that
– from Discovery to Verdict – we are able not just to meet, but to exceed our clients’ high
expectations.
▶ Gregg Wolfe| gwolfe@klwreporters.com | 215.460.1511 | Doreen Guss |
215.327.0165 | www.klwreporters.com
LexisNexis is a leading global provider of legal, regulatory
and business information and analytics that help
professional customers make more informed decisions,
increase productivity and serve their clients better. We
help lawyers win cases for their clients, manage their work
more efficiently, and grow their practices. LexisNexis Legal
& Professional, which serves customers in more than 175
countries with 10,000 employees worldwide, is part of RELX
Group, a global provider of information and analytics for
professional and business customers across industries.
▶ Troy Farrington | troy.farrington@lexisnexis.com | 267.337.5517 |
www.Lexisnexis.com
Since 1987, we have built our company upon a belief that
having strong personal relationships with our clients, and
providing reliable, accurate and professional services is the
driving force of our success and continued growth. Lexitas
is a professional family of litigation support companies that
offers an array of litigation and deposition services, and
specialized medical records retrieval services for Plaintiff
firms. Our dedicated plaintiff records group works exclusively
with counsel specializing in single event catastrophic injuries,
high volume auto accidents, mass tort and class action cases. We specialize in working
on large dockets of auto accidents, pharmaceutical, product defect/liability, asbestos,
environmental, water contamination, and many other types of cases and can fully integrate
with your Needles case management software.
▶ Marlee Steinbrueck | Marlee.Steinbrueck@lexitaslegal.com | 913.620.6902 |
www.lexitaslegal.com
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Planet Depos, LLC is a global court reporting company,
providing best-in-class court reporting, videography,
videoconferencing, interpretation, and trial support services
throughout the United States and abroad. As a forwardthinking company, we are conversant with the latest
technologies and work closely with clients to implement
case-winning tools, including streaming text and video,
real time to iPads, mobile videoconferencing, and digital
deposition exhibits. We take care of your deposition needs
anywhere on the planet.With 24/7/365 live customer service and technology support, a
client’s emergency becomes our emergency, whether it’s in Philadelphia, PA or in any other
city around the world.
▶ Cindy Miklos| cindy.miklos@planetdepos.com | 412.334.5465 |
www.planetdepos.com
Founded by attorneys in 2000, Precise, Inc. helps law firms
and corporate legal teams use technology to level the
playing field regardless of the size of the firm or the scope
of the litigation. Precise’s subsidiary companies, Precise
Advisory, LLC; Precise Discovery, LLC; and Precise Trial, LLC;
offer an impressive range of litigation support including
eDiscovery services, video services, graphics and animation,
jury pool research, and modern courtroom presentations.
▶ Jody Wolk | wolkj@precise-law.com | 412.281.8699 Ext. 112 |
www.precise-law.com
Robson Forensic is a national leader in expert witness
consulting, providing in-house technical experts across many
fields within engineering, architecture, science, and a broad
range of specialty disciplines.
Our clients rely on us when confronted with particularly
challenging technical issues or unusually contentious
disputes. It is likely that one of our 100+ in-house technical
experts has done the work central to the issues of your
matter, and can testify accordingly.
▶ Matthew B. Herr | mherr@robsonforensic.com | 717.286.9317 |
www.robsonforensic.com
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Quality. Variety. Personal Service. Confidence. Since 1956,
The TASA Group has helped thousands of attorneys identify
a variety of quality expert witnesses for their cases, in
virtually every category – always at no charge unless an
expert is designated or engaged. TASA continues to lead the
industry through innovative services like free, expert-led CLE
webinars and Challenge History Reports that help attorneys
work more efficiently and effectively. Mention promo code:
PAJ and receive $175 off of our admin fee.
▶ Najah A. Edmondson | NEdmondson@TASAnet.com | 800.523.2319 |
www.TASAnet.com
TrialSmith is the nation’s largest private network of plaintiff
lawyers, with email list servers, document repositories, and
websites serving more than 65,000 plaintiff lawyers in the
United States and Canada. You can start your due diligence
and expert investigation by searching the nation’s largest
online deposition bank exclusively for plaintiff lawyers.
When you contribute your own depositions, TrialSmith will
scan and store them online for you free of charge, plus
you receive a $5 credit for each deposition, in addition to
supporting PAJ. Let TrialSmith help you achieve successful outcomes for your clients.
▶ support@trialsmith.com
WIRX Pharmacy is a local, independent pharmacy that
provides fast home delivery of prescription medication to
injured workers. WIRX is the only injured workers’ pharmacy
that offers the option of mail delivery or concierge service
for work-related prescriptions to your clients’ home. WIRX
eliminates the stress on your legal practice by working
directly with insurance carriers to expedite the processing of
your clients’ prescriptions without bothering you.
WIRX’s promise is simple… the most efficient and accurate
deliver of prescription medication to injured workers. In fact, this promise is reflected in
our tag-line…LOCAL, FAST, SIMPLE.
▶ 888.882.9479 | www.wirxpharmacy.com

